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Treating Stargardt’s disease with non-invasive electrical stimulation (NI-ES)
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Statement of the Problem: Stargardt’s disease is the predominant form of all of the juvenile-onset macular
dystrophies. Inherited as an autosomal recessive trait, it is a severe form of a bilateral progressive eye disease affecting
the macula and the retina surrounding it. Prevalence is estimated to be 1 per 8-10,000. There is no treatment for
Stargardt’s disease.
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that transpalpebral non-invasive electrical stimulation (NI-ES)
is beneficial in treating Stargardt’s disease.
Methodology & Results: Four patients underwent one treatment session of ten minutes to both the eyes daily for
three consecutive days with the eye stim device. At the end of 3 days of treatment, the mean distance ETDRS VA
(Visual Acuity) improved markedly (mean+20 letters), with 63% improving more than 11 ETDRS letters and 50%
improving more than 15 ETDRS letters.
Conclusion & Significance: The positive effect of the electrical stimulation on VA occurred quickly, after one session,
demonstrates that NI-ES is beneficial for treating Stargardt’s Disease. It is non-invasive and was well tolerated with
no side effects reported. The positive effect continues with monthly sessions. Gene therapy and stem cell therapy
treatments so far have not shown comparable resultant gain in useful vision, are much more invasive, and especially
stem cell therapy has resulted in cataract formation and serious adverse events. Based on the very promising results
with NI-ES, its investigation in a larger group of patients with Stargardt’s disease is indicated and gives hope of a new
therapeutic option.
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